This year has been a difficult one and Ambient Edge has strived toward helping our communities continue Moving Forward. We have provided free Tune Ups for Front Line Workers earlier this year, we’ve extended and modified financing options to help families pay for repairs, providing FREE Warranties on Heaters for all Winter with a Seasonal Tune Up, and now we’re wanting to help spread a little cheer while supporting a number of local charities.

Our Christmas Carol Challenge is a fun way to get our employees and the public involved and generating donations for local charities in the Kingman, AZ and Las Vegas, NV areas. The best part? It is super easy to raise a lot of money for charity while having fun!

All you have to do is record yourself, and your friends and family if you like, singing an excerpt of ANY Christmas Carol you like. It only has to be 10-15 seconds but if you want to belt out the entirety of “Last Christmas,” we aren’t going to stop you. After that make sure to challenge and tag in your social post some family members, friends, or businesses that you want to take part in the challenge. The most important part is to use the hashtag, #christmascarolchallenge. This is how we’re going to be able to track your videos.

The best part? Not only are we going to donate $5 to local charities for every submission but we are going to donate $5 for EVERY CAROLER IN YOUR SUBMISSION! That means if you and your family of 5 record a quick Christmas Carol this Thanksgiving and submit, you would get a $30 donation for local charities. That’s it! We are going to keep taking submissions all the way through Christmas and will be donating $5 for every caroler, up to $5,000!

So don’t forget:

1. Record 10-15 seconds of singing a Christmas Carol
2. The more carolers, the bigger the donation
3. Challenge some family, friends, or businesses in the video and tag them in the post
4. Post online on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram using #christmascarolchallenge

Have some fun, spread some cheer, and raise some money for charity all at the same time!